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CODE LENGTH CM €UR
NM85000130 130 € 71,30

GREEN HARD CARRYALL CASE

CODE LENGTH CM €UR
NM85000150 150 € 73,40

GREY HARD CARRYALL CASE

Designed around our products and produced with the best materials on 
the market, they will allow your fishing tackle to follow you everywhere 
and to last for many years to come. 

NOMURA CASES

Support for 6 rods designed for the Trout Area.
Built with light and resistant materials, 
compact and functional design.

ISEI TROUT AREA BAG 
40 LITRES
A new waterproof EVA bag designed by the Nomura team to make your Trout Area 
session much easier. The bag is equipped with 2 rod holders and a net holder; thanks 
to the capacity of 40 liters, it can contain all your accessories and lures. Equipped with 
shoulder strap to facilitate transport and 2 joinable rigid handles.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000200 40x28x27 € 54,90

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM9999092 42x47x28 € 124,00

TROUT AREA ROD REST

CODE LENGTH CM €UR
NM85000160 160 € 87,40

BLACK HARD CARRYALL CASE
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If the sight of all your lures floating around tangled inside your 
box sounds all too familiar, Narita Lures bag is what you are 
looking for. 
Lures can be stored individually in the case in separate com-
partments with quick and easy access. Made from easy-clean 
Oxford fabric with 2 moulded plastic inner elements, this handy 
case can be carried on the shoulder or waist.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000104 19x15x13 € 32,50

NARITA LURES BAG
WITH TUBES

Innovative tackle lure bag that can hold 8/10 lures transparent boxes, PVC coated, 
waterproof. It has 3 large pockets made with very strong and resistant metal springs 
and metal carabineers. Adjustable shoulder stripe. Made with 600D cordura material.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000100 43x32x25 € 41,90

Bag that includes 12 tubes of 20 centimeters in length in the 
main compartment, and two boxes for lures or small accessories. 

Externally it is equipped with two side pockets and a large 
front pocket that can be organized into two compartments. The 
set-up includes large hinges, double covers for greater contents 

protection, padded carrying handle and shoulder strap.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000106 24x20x24 € 62,90

NARITA LURES BAG 
LONG TUBES & BOXES

NARITA LURES BAG

Technical bag fully padded with generous dimensions that can hold a large 
number of artificial lures and everything necessary for a long fishing trip. 
Made of anti-tear and washable 1200 denier cordura material, it is equipped 
with five capacious pockets, two on the side, two on the front and one on the 
cover. The large interior space is finished with a stiff bottom and can accom-
modate large boxes. Transport is ensured by a comfortable padded handle or 
by the shoulder strap with anti-slip buckle.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000108 44x27x35 € 55,60

NARITA DE LUXE CARRYALL 1
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Medium-sized technical bag with a rigid and washable bottom. Built in 
1200 anti-tear padded and washable cordura material, it is equipped with 
three large pockets, two on the side and one on the front. The internal space 
can accommodate boxes of different sizes for the transport of baits, small 
parts and equipment in general. It comes with a padded handle and shoul-
der strap.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000107 48x30x26 € 46,90

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000105 31x18x18  € 56,60

NARITA CARRYALL
TRANSPARENT POCKET

Compact bag made of 1200 denier anti-tear and washable cordura 
material. Equipped with two sides transparent pockets and a large 
transparent front pocket that allow you to immediately identify the 
content. The internal space, protected by lateral supports, is modular 
and can contain boxes of various sizes for all the accessories. On the 
inside of the cover there is a space dedicated to the transport of jigs, 
scissors, pliers, etc . ; the hinges and the bottom are waterproof, while 
the shoulder strap is equipped with non-slip padding.

NARITA DE LUXE CARRYALL 2

This Nomura Narita series bag is suitable for many different purposes 
not just for bass or spinning fishing style, it can store in the middle any 
kind of tackle, box live, two large lure cases. It is very well padded 
and can grant a full shock protection and it is waterproof. The best 
protection for your fishing tools and accessories. Also the three small 
pockets with velcro stripe open/close system are very useful for small 
accessories and the large big pocket in the bottom with zip permits 
to have all what you need well separated in a small and light weight 
fishing bag.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000102 28x34x18 € 40,40

“NARITA” FISHING BAG

Padded shoulder bag equipped 
with two separate spaces suitable 
to contain a good quantity of lures 
and equipment, allowing you to 
have it always at hand without hin-
dering the movements. Built in ex-
cellent 1200 denier cordura mate-
rial, it is fitted sideways with pliers 
and boga-grip, while the bottom is 
washable.

CODE MEASURES 
CM

€UR

NM80000055 20x12x30 € 29,30

CODE MEASURES 
CM

€UR

NM80000115 40x48x18 € 43,30

SLING BAG NARITA

NOMURA
BACK PACK
Multi-pocket backpack, practical 
and light, useful for conveniently 
storing all the equipment. Inside 
transparent zip pockets to imme-
diately identify the contents.

Eging bag in cordura 
with bait rack in

rigid plastic.

NOMURA EGI LURE BAG

CODE RACK MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000110 single 30x20x6 € 19,40
NM80000111 double 30x20x9 € 34,90

SINGLE RACK DOUBLE RACK
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CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000050 60x20 € 34,50

Using the best material 600D PU-coated 
this spinning belt has two main pockets 
in front, divided with 2 different zips plus 
2 smaller pockets on both sides, one with 
mesh. Totally 4 pockets. It is ideal for mo-
bile spinners anglers as it is always at your 
disposal and very light. The innovative 
lace will go around the neck and will sus-
tain your belt even when it is totally full of 
accessories. 

NARITA 
SPINNING BELT

Padded belt bag ideal to have with you 
the lures and all the main accessories 
such as wires, boga-grip, pliers, etc. It is 
equipped with a main compartment with 
internal pockets plus a completely open-
able external pocket equipped with foam 
boards to temporary hang ready bait, and 
mesh pockets. You can bring it to the waist 
through belt or you can transport it through 
the shoulder strap. Made in cordura 1200 
D material, this bag is sturdy and wash-
able.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000054 27x10x17  € 40,90

NARITA
CARRYALL BELT

This high quality Oxford fabric case has 
been designed to allow you to always 
have, in order and at your fingertips, your 
selection of spoons. EVA inner walls with 
vertical engraving, as well as firmly fasten-
ing the hooks, will allow you to easily keep 
the interior dry, increasing the duration of 
your lures. Available in 2 sizes. (Spoons 
not included).

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000010 10.5x19.5x5 € 13,50
NM80000011 18.5x24.5x5 € 16,70

NARITA SPOONS 
WALLET
WITH EVA

With Narita Reel Case you can carry reels 
of all sizes safely. The case is closed with a 
double zip, it is semi stiff, padded, water-
proof and will ensure the maximum protec-
tion for your tools.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000005 21x17x10 € 12,50

“NARITA”
REELS CASE

This wallet contains 5 big strong transpar-
ent PVC bags reclosable for your ready 
rigs and soft lures. Outside and inside the 
front big pocket (cm. 22x13) can hold 
your accessories. 

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000006 22x13 € 14,60

NARITA LURE 
WALLET

Made with 300D PU-coated cordura mate-
rial. It is the perfect rig wallet to be used in 
combination with all Nomura Narita car-
ryall bags. Inside there are 10 reinforced 
and reclosable PVC bags. Open/close 
with strong Velcro stripe. 

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000004 18x26  € 6,20

NARITA RIG
WALLET

Easy to open/close with top quality Velcro without zips, 
it has two mesh pockets inside plus 10 transparent PVC 
reclosable strong bags for your rigs or lures. Outside two 
nice and heavy duty pockets for your accessories.

CODE MEASURES CM €UR
NM80000002 20x31 € 14,50

“NARITA” RIG
& TACKLE WALLET


